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Industry 4.0 is a vision for the manufacturing 

industry that is compelling and alluring because 

of its promise to improve life for all stakeholders. 

Customers get customized products faster, more 

reliably, and at the price of a standard product. 

Shareholders win from high growth and better 

margins. Suppliers and employees benefit from 

improved information and better relationships.

Of course, delivering on that promise has 

challenges. The challenges for IT revolve 

around the vast quantities of new and very 

diverse information, which in turn creates 

challenges around security and privacy as well 

as integration and speed of decision making. 

IT can lay the foundation for delivering on the 

promise of Industry 4.0 in four major ways: 

cloud storage, cloud applications, integrated 

enterprise software, and machine learning 

based analytics. The key to it all is learning how 

to gather and use information reliably, instantly 

and with a view of the future.

The Promise of Industry 4.0
Manufacturing is an old industry that is changing so 

fast you may not recognize it in 15 years. Just as retail, 

communication, and entertainment industries have 

changed radically, technology is fueling new business 

models for manufacturing all manner of products. 

Industry 4.0 is a common name for the strategy that 

allows manufacturing companies to keep pace with 

the expectations customers have today.

Industry 4.0 leverages automation and data exchange 

technologies to make a new promise to customers 

and stakeholders: 

• The promise to customers is customized or 

personalized products delivered rapidly, with 

perfect quality at ever-decreasing prices. 

• The promise to shareholders is the opportunity 

for greater revenues and higher margins. 

• The promise to suppliers is for expanding 

volumes, with clear and immediate electronic 

information about orders, performance and 

upcoming design needs, and payments.

• The promise to employees is for more interesting 

and strategic work, and the assurance that the 

company is meeting customer demands so is 

likely to continue to employ them.

Companies that can deliver on these promises are 

likely to grow. In fact, 35% of companies adopting 

Industry 4.0 style digitization expect revenue gains 

over 20% in the next five years, according to PWC. 
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(Figure 1) shows that an even larger portion of 

manufacturers expect this to pay off in lower costs 

and efficiency gains. Creating great and personalized 

experiences for customers can absolutely lead to 

strong financial results.

Sounds great, but how does Industry 4.0 deliver all 

of that? There are several main elements supporting 

this promise. 

First is an increase in speed and reliability based on 

automation information everywhere. The internet of 

things (IoT) and inside the company, the industrial 

internet of things (IIoT), are central to speed and 

reliability, but many forms of automation can 

provide that. Robots, sensor-driven equipment, and 

automation for information tasks all contribute. 

Second is agility for high mix at low cost and for 

quick response to new demands. To achieve that, 

the new automation must be flexible and be used 

in new ways. Industry 4.0 envisions that production 

and supply chain activities will be decentralized into 

a marketplace. When every element of a plant and 

supply chain is enabled with intelligence and internet 

connected with IIoT, it can adapt to the current 

situation and produce what is in demand in small 

quantities with little more effort than making large 

batch runs of the same thing.

Third is a path to revenue and margin increases. By 

moving beyond selling products to servicing products 

and creating complete solutions, manufacturers are 

already improving financial results. By connecting 

supply chain trading partners, products and 

customers in the field, and production plants and 

lines, manufacturers can confidently expand the trend 

of offering customers more value.

For example, El-Cab Sp. z o.o. in Poland  pulled all 

of these elements together to service their own wire 

harnesses and other brands of  equipment for heating, 

cooling, passenger information systems, audio-video 

and monitoring. By using a complete integrated digital 

information system, El-Cab website states: “We can 

offer full service for our clients. We also professionally 

support them through consultations, assembly, 

warranty service and post-sale service throughout 

Poland. This strategy makes El-Cab and its customers 

successful."

The IT Challenges
The new ways of working for a manufacturing business 

all rest on new IT capabilities. Naturally, moving 

toward Industry 4.0 presents challenges for the 

information technology (IT) departments. 

Big Data: The Industry 4.0 way of working creates 

massive quantities and varied formats of new data. 

Efficiency gains  

Lower costs 

Additional revenue

0% 10% 20% 30% 40% 50% 60%

Figure 1: Portion of manufacturers surveyed who expect 20% or more cumulative 

gains from Industry 4.0 digitization  efforts over the next five years.
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One area of strength for Industry 4.0 is making 

personalized products. Many companies have already 

witnessed some of this as their product portfolio 

has grown. With Industry 4.0, this data explosion is 

compounded as data streams in from IoT and IIoT, 

intelligence from plant equipment or operational 

technology (OT), and expanded internal and partner 

data across disciplines and the supply chain. Already 

today, manufacturing companies upload more data to 

the cloud than any other industry. (Figure 2) shows 

that both in Terabytes uploaded per company per 

month (vertical scale) and number of cloud services in 

use (horizontal scale), manufacturing uses the cloud 

heavily for data storage and applications.

Cyber-security: With so many new data sources, 

Industry 4.0 poses additional challenges for IT 

security. Beyond traditional IT systems, this includes 

automation or operational technology OT and a 

variety of IoT and IIoT. Trading partners are also 

more likely to share data beyond traditional EDI 

transactions. Deciding where to put customer and 

company information becomes a key question to 

protect privacy and prevent data loss.

Integration: To achieve the speed and agility of 

the promise of Industry 4.0, companies need IT 

to reliably connect everything. To create smooth 

and consistent business processes with full digital 

support, El-Cab selected a comprehensive enterprise 

system and integrated MES. This involved selecting 

Epicor as its enterprise software supplier and using 

its standard integration approach to exchange data 

between systems. System integration has always been 

a challenge for manufacturers, with so much data 

from so many disciplines. Historically, the disparate 

systems different groups use made it challenging for 

IT to keep data consistent and processes synchronized. 

(Figure 3) shows that the top-rated challenge 

for adopting cloud is integration between cloud 

applications and existing infrastructure, according 
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Figure 2: Manufacturers upload more data to the cloud on average than any other 

industry, and are second only to high tech in how many cloud services they use.
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Figure 3: Many manufacturing CIOs recognize the challenges with the 

cloud, including integration, security, and governance. Leaders are 

overcoming these issues today.
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to KPMG’s CIO Survey 2016. Security and governance 

are other common issues.

Timely Decision Support: A foundation for achieving 

Industry 4.0 is ensuring that the people remaining in 

the operation have exactly the information they need 

when and where they need it to make sound decisions. 

Some point to the decentralization of decisions as a 

key differentiator of Industry 4.0 design, which the 

marketplace concept certainly requires. Supporting 

agile automated processes could even benefit from 

software that can make decisions and learn to make better 

decisions over time (commonly called machine learning). 

Overcoming the challenges
So, what can IT leaders do to ensure their organization 

can overcome those challenges? Fortunately, much 

is now available to support effective, fast, reliable, 

secure and intelligent enterprise applications for 

Industry 4.0. Even before companies invest in all of the 

IIoT, smart devices, robots and in-plant technologies, 

they can provide a solid enterprise IT foundation on 

which to build out their Industry 4.0 smart plants, 

smart enterprise and smart supply chain. Many 

companies are doing this today.

Cloud storage: To manage enormous quantities of 

data from across an industrial supply chain, many 

companies are turning to the cloud for storage. One 

study showed that over half of manufacturers are 

already achieving stronger management of their global 

supply chain using cloud technologies. (Figure 4) 

shows that Inspirage found that more than four of five 

executives responding expect cloud to improve internal 

operations and reduce costs and inefficiencies. Storing 

data in the cloud allows for rapid expansion in how 

much data is stored at minimal additional cost. Cloud 

hosting services have also focused heavily on security 

and typically employ many more security experts than 

any one manufacturer could.

Cloud applications: The advantages of software as 

a service (SaaS) are increasingly clear, particularly 

for manufacturing enterprise applications. With the 

accelerated change in products and processes Industry 

4.0 is designed to handle, cloud applications are 

perfect. They allow for easy, low cost implementation 

and upgrades and enhanced security. Upgrades are no 

longer a high-risk, time-consuming big event; rather 

applications are constantly updated and upgraded 

behind the scenes. In addition, the ability to avoid 

capital expense for software and IT infrastructure 

can free up budget for the new equipment and 

technologies of Industry 4.0. For many companies, 

having an easy choice between on-premise and 

various cloud options can be important.

Figure 4: Most considering cloud supply chain applications hope to improve 

internal operations, costs and efficiencies.

81%
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Integrated enterprise software: While ERP that 

spans the enterprise is well established, many 

are weak beyond the core inventory and order 

management applications. For Industry 4.0, IT must 

ensure they have enterprise software that is strong 

across disciplines and levels. Financials, supply chain 

planning, plant floor and manufacturing execution 

(MES) capabilities are just a few of the important 

aspects that ideally are fully integrated for Industry 

4.0 agility. Application integration challenges have 

plagued manufacturers over the years, but that is 

changing. Today there are enterprise solutions that 

cover so much of the company and supply chain 

that information can be shared, not transferred, 

saving time and eliminating possibilities for mis-

interpretation or human error. 

Analytics and machine learning: Nearly two-thirds 

of manufacturers believe that data analytics will 

substantially improve customer relationships and 

intelligence along the customer life cycle. There’s 

good reason for this. Manufacturing companies 

are already using big data analytics to prevent 

customer problems before they happen. Today’s big 

data analytics technologies lead to smart software. 

With machine learning, these systems can take the 

knowledge of today’s experts and expand it over time. 

Companies are starting to deploy predictive and even 

prescriptive analytics to ensure reliable operations 

and delight customers in new ways. Many services and 

solutions are founded on analytics about products 

in the field. These analytics will prevent the need for 

some of the fire-fighting people do today.  Whether 

it’s improving customer service, preventing plant and 

production problems, alerting supply chain partners 

to trending challenges, or learning from early stages of 

Industry 4.0, analytics implementations will separate 

top performers from others.

Delivering on the Promise
To an unprecedented degree, IT will be recognized as 

the hero if they can move companies into Industry 4.0 

successfully. With so many new technologies pushing 

progress forward, it is clear no other discipline will be 

able to deliver on this promise without IT’s support. 

Leadership in understanding what to move to the 

cloud, in integrating data flows across disciplines, 

and in delivering advanced analytics are essential.
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Cloud storage, cloud applications, integrated 

enterprise software and advanced analytics that learn 

are four foundational technologies companies need 

now. Together, these four approaches to overcoming 

the IT challenges of industry 4.0 are powerful:

• Cloud-based storage means that more data 

carries minimal penalties, and can immediately 

feed analytics for competitive advantage. 

• Cloud-based applications create agility and free 

up capital for new technologies such as IIoT, 

robotics, and augmented reality. 

• Integrated enterprise applications that are strong 

not only in the core enterprise, but in the supply 

chain and plants creates the pool of data that 

enables immediate response to new requests 

and changes.

• Advanced analytics will drive customer 

experience, smooth decentralized plant 

operations, and supply chain excellence.

Today, IT is fraught with both challenges and 

opportunities. Leaders who succeed in these times 

will become heroes. Enabling a manufacturer to move 

from where they are into the fast and agile future is a 

major accomplishment. CIOs are already stepping up 

to improve their companies’ position in the market. 

Will you deliver on the promise of Industry 4.0? 
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